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COMMBLAZE- The Commerce Association of SLC (University of Delhi) hosted its annual 
event “COMMBUZZ’24” which included “BIDBAZAAR”- The Quiz & Auction 
Competition. 

BIDBAZAAR commenced with excitement as a diverse group of talented students came 
together! Eager to showcase their decision making and cricket knowledge, they participated 
in a two-round competition. The coveted title of champion fueled friendly competition among 
students from various academic backgrounds. Shorya Aneja and Abhinav Chaudhary, the 
charismatic team from Commblaze, anchored the event. Their infectious enthusiasm kept the 
audience engaged and ensured the entire competition ran smoothly. 
 

Round 1: Quiz Competition 

The event kicked off with a challenging quiz competition testing participants' knowledge and 
analytical skills. Participants worked in teams, tackling 20 questions across various topics 
like Mythology, Sports, Memes, Taglines, and Business. Each set of 20 questions was 
presented on a sheet with a time limit of 180 seconds. Only the top 9 teams out of 25 
qualified for the next round, demonstrating their superior knowledge and quick thinking 
under pressure.  

The 9 qualified teams were: 
Team Sahil, Team Navneet, Team Aditya, Team Tushar, Team Sagar, Team Krishna, Team 
Naman, Team Chitwan, Team Kishan  

Triumphant, they advanced to the highly anticipated second round. 

Round 2: Cricket Auction 



Things got even more exciting in the second round! The top 9 teams were each given a 
virtual pile of cash – a whopping ₹50 Crores. Their objective was to assemble a formidable 
team of eleven players from a pool of 110 (including eight "mystery players") unveiled 
sequentially through a presentation. Notably, each team was required to strategically acquire 
a wicket-keeper, captain, and vice-captain within their allocated budget. Player selection 
demanded sheer analysis. Each bid carried significant weight, as player values were 
determined by their IPL and International performances. A strict ten-second limit was 
imposed between bids. Failure to secure a complete eleven-player resulted in disqualification. 
Following a two-hour period of intense strategic manoeuvring, the team with the highest 
cumulative player rating secured the coveted championship title.  

After intense deliberation, the winners of BIDBAZAAR were finally revealed: 

First Place: Team Navneet (LSG) 

Second Place: Team Krishna (MI) 

Third Place: Team Sahil (KKR) 

 

The winners were awarded by the judges with certificates and hampers which included 
vouchers, discount coupons and along with other gifts worth Thirty Thousand. All the other 
participants were given E-certificates and refreshments. 

 

BIDBAZAAR ensured a dynamic and engaging EVENT, showcasing the participants' 
strategic acumen, rational decision making and management skills. 

 

The event concluded with a warm valedictory address. The hosts expressed their gratitude to 
the esteemed judges, dedicated teachers, enthusiastic participants, and the phenomenal 
Commblaze student team for their contributions to a resounding success. 

 



 



 



 


